Choose a
pet health plan
to fit your needs
From Nationwide®, the #1 choice in America for pet insurance1
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Use any vet







Accidents, including poisonings,
cuts and broken bones







Common illnesses,
including ear infections, rashes,
vomiting and diarrhea







Serious/chronic illnesses3, including
cancer, diabetes and allergies







Hereditary conditions







Procedures/services, including
surgeries, prescriptions and
hospitalization







Prescribed therapeutic treatments,
including diets and supplements





Reimburses 90% of vet bill5





Basic wellness services, including
exams, vaccinations and flea/
heartworm preventives



Additional wellness services,
including spay/neuter and
preventive dental cleaning
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How does it work?
Visit any vet.

Send us
your claim.

We’ll send
you a check.

24/7 access to a veterinary professional.
Available to all pet insurance members as
a service of Nationwide
($150 value).

Enroll now and receive your member discount.
my Better Benefits
petinsurance.com/mybetterbenefits • 877-738-7874
1
2013 Veterinary AAU. 2 Preferred pricing applies to base plan only. 3 New illnesses only. Does not include pre-existing conditions. 4 Hereditary condition coverage begins after the first year and includes only specified
conditions. 5 Items such as grooming, tax, waste disposal, boarding, or pre-existing conditions are not eligible for coverage. See policy documents for a complete list of exclusions.

Insurance terms, definitions and explanations are intended for informational purposes only and do not in any way replace or modify the definitions and information contained in individual insurance contracts, policies or
declaration pages, which are controlling. Such terms and availability may vary by state and exclusions may apply. Underwritten by Veterinary Pet Insurance Company (CA), Columbus, OH, an A.M. Best A+ rated company
(2018); National Casualty Company (all other states), Columbus, OH, an A.M. Best A+ rated company (2018). Agency of Record: DVM Insurance Agency. Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, and Nationwide is on your
side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. ©2019 Nationwide. 18GRP5780
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